
Final Grading Plan:

As there are 32 total number of assignments given in this course and each is graded on a
100 point scale, the total number of potential points a student may achieve is 3200. Each
assignment category carries a different percentage of the overall grade and each has a
certain raw point value towards the final score. This is detailed in the chart below.

Please see the chart below for the % that each assignment and each category carries
toward the Final Grade and it's raw point value toward the total possible score for the
class.

Grade Evaluation ( Percentages and Points )

Assignment
Category

Number of
Assignments

% of ea.
toward
Final
Grade

Total points
generated by ea.

individual
assignment

Total % of
Category in
Final Grade

Total Points
of Category

in Final grade

Weekly
Quizzes 14 2.5% ea. 80 35% 1,120

Discussion
Board 16 2.5% ea. 80 40% 1,280

Mid Term
Essay 1 10% ea. 320 10% 320

Final Exam 1 15% ea. 480 15% 480
Totals 32 100% 3200

Grades: The numerical Grading system and explanation is as follows:

• A - (100 - 90): - You posted 3 or more times and you completed the Assignment
with a well thought through response. (The more you post MEANINGFUL
responses over 3 the higher your grade. Though welcome and expected, please
understand that a One or Two sentence "feel good" post such as (... Great
response Michaela!!) or (... I love how you put the meaning and then went down
and talked about them. it made it easy to understand!!) will count for very little
towards your grade.

• B - (89 - 80): - You posted the Assignment and only 1 other post. (The better your
1 other post the closer you will have gotten to 90.

• C - (79 - 70): - You only posted the Assignment. The better the assignment post
the closer you will get to 80. At this point I usually give full marks for the
assignment so as not to kill your grade. If you receive lower than an 80 it may
mean 1 of several things:



o The assignment was exceptionally poor (a one or two sentence post or that
you missed the point entirely.)

o You did not actually make the assignment post but you posted several
posts that still warranted some sort of grade.

• D - (69 - 60): - I rarely give "D's". If you receive a "D" it means that you posted
one or two brief "feel good" posts but did not address the Assignment.

• F - (59 - 0): - You did not post at all during the week or you did not post the
assignment and the work you did was exceptionally poor.


